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Executive Summary: Hunkering Down, Yet Still Hankering for New
Making an indelible mark on CPG and retail across
the globe, the COVID-19 pandemic both isolated
shoppers at home and mobilized them to spend
more on groceries, catching most retailers off
guard and forcing CPG manufacturers, retailers
and consumers to rethink just about everything.
While new product plans for 2020 were well
underway long before the pandemic turned
everything upside down, many new products
managed to overcome substantial hurdles, making
their way into consumers’ baskets — whether those
consumers were masked and in-store shopping at
the speed of light or scrolling, clicking and making
purchases online.
Overall demand was up as most consumers
hunkered down for the vast majority of 2020, and
many turned to new products when their go-to
brand was unavailable. But many also looked
for innovative products for a change of pace,
ultimately driving quite a few new products to big
performances.
Innovation is defined not only by the dollars
achieved, but also by the success rate at which
products reach their intended audience.
Understanding who buys what and why, and which
products succeed and why, is imperative for brands
big and small. IRI’s 2020 New Product Pacesetters™
and consumer attitudes survey about new products
tell a story of people cocooning at home but still
very much desiring products and brands that made
them feel comfortable and indulged while they
rode out the chaos of COVID-19.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

The observations here are derived from 2020
performance, in a mostly COVID-19 world. Some
products stepped into the spotlight just before
the pandemic, but the vast majority launched
into a retail atmosphere unmatched in history.
Some 51 Pacesetter products, including 27 food
and beverage entries, launched in fourth-quarter
2019 or January 2020, indicating that more
than a quarter of New Product Pacesetters had
disproportionate time in COVID-19 and did really
well, regardless.

New Product Pacesetters has never been more
widely anticipated than in this, our 26th year, given
the unexpected influences on the market and across
the supply chain. These top 10 food and beverage
and nonfood New Product Pacesetters carry a
unique badge in that they won in circumstances
never before seen in Pacesetter history.

New Product Pacesetters
Top 10 Food & Beverage

Top 10 Nonfood

1.

Bud Light® Seltzer

1.

Downy® Infusions™ Scents

2.

Truly® Lemonade

2.

Brawny® Tear-A-Square®

3.

Mtn Dew® Zero Sugar

3.

Greenies™

4.

Starbucks® Creamers

4.

JUUL®

5.

Rebel™ Ice Cream

5.

Native™

6.

Reign™

6.

Duracell® Optimum

7.

Cheetos® Popcorn

7.

Viva® Multi-Surface Cloth™

8.

Kinder Bueno®

8.

Olay® Retinol24™

9.

REESE’S® THiNS™

9.

Mucinex® Nightshift™

10.

Beyond Sausage®

10.

Primatene® MIST
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Earning No. 1 in food and beverage, Bud Light
Seltzer launched in January 2020 and likely
experienced its substantial success thanks to
at-home and backyard consumption. The leader
in nonfood Pacesetters, Downy Infusions Scents,
also likely captured consumers who were home
a lot, working and playing in casual clothing that
needed to be washed. The laundry product’s
value-added features of longer-lasting scent and
fabric protection created a luxury-like, premium
experience. Both top products represent a major
theme of 2020: balancing indulgence with
self-care, which is important to note as product
innovation strategists work to identify trends and
respond, all while the pandemic undoubtedly
continues to force change.
At the onset and during the pandemic, consumers’
behaviors radically changed, but their commitment
to new products prevailed. When CPGs and
retailers put the right products in the right place at
the right time for the right consumer, new products
won, even in unprecedented turbulence in retail
and across the supply chain. This theme seems
unflappable, given the consistent success of many
$100-million launches.

However, it’s important to note the hurdles faced
by CPGs and retailers. They were forced to pivot
promotional schedules because of COVID-19; faced
significant supply chain demands to ensure that
manufacturers delivered high-demand products;
recovered from dramatic out-of-stocks resulting from
the stock-up frenzy of mid-March 2020; and yet still
gave new products the attention necessary to attract
consumers who were not treasure hunting in stores
like they have historically.

When CPGs and retailers put the
right products in the right place
at the right time for the right
consumer, new products won.

Chart Toppers

Bud Light Seltzer
READ CASE STUDY ON PAGE 12

Downy Infusions Scents

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year
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Categories That Deliver on Consumer Values
Raise a Glass… at Home
Throughout 2020, many factors influenced
people’s behaviors as they transitioned nearly
all consumption to in-home. One notable trend
present in this year’s Pacesetters is a thirst for
bubbles — consumers exhibited exceptional
interest in sparkling waters and hard seltzers.
Ten of the top 25 food and beverage
Pacesetters this year are beverages,
with No. 1 Bud Light Seltzer, No. 2
Truly Lemonade and No. 3 Mtn Dew
Zero Sugar, each generating more
than $100 million in sales.
A couple of beverages show disproportionate
growth driven by millennial shoppers as they
coped with COVID-19 by experimenting and
battling boredom with new products. They
sought to bring some of their favorite on-the-go
items home: Starbucks creamers grabbed the
No. 4 spot in food and beverage Pacesetters, for
example, delivering restaurant quality to people’s
homes when they were no longer able to visit the
coffee shop.
Backyard dining and entertaining also drove
beverages significantly. Winning beverages were
delivered in fun flavors in both carbonated soft
drinks and seltzer waters. Also popular were alcoholic
beverages like hard seltzers and innovative beer
varieties. The younger population driving new
products would have been very likely to try a new
Corona or Bud Light variety in a bar — traditionally

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

a low-risk experiment. With bars and restaurants
shuttered for quite some time in 2020, these new
alcohol products on shelves in-store and online
became a point of entertainment — this time with a
case purchase at the grocery store. Certainly this was
a higher-price-point experiment, but one to share
safely with family at home or al fresco with friends.
Among the 27 beverage New Product Pacesetters,
eight of them were beverage alcohol, and
generated a whopping $547 million compared with
last year’s six that generated $198 million. It was
the year of beer, wine and spirits, as on-premise
wasn’t an option, days and weeks were long, and
celebrations of any type happened at home.
The powerful punch of beer, wine and spirits new
product launches was significant, as combined
they generated 44% of Pacesetter beverage dollars
compared with 17% last year.

Among leading products in this space, branding
is strong and their images are powerful. But when
considering how much premium has taken hold
across CPG, it’s notable to recognize Bud Light
and Corona, for example, as brands that aren’t
necessarily premium but brought with them
extensions (No. 1 Bud Light Seltzer and No. 20
Corona Refresca, respectively) and flavor profiles
that appeal to a broad swath of consumers who
typically value premium. Premium often lies in the
eye of the beholder, and the beer, wine and spirits
winners succeeded at creating fun, celebratory
images that fit into lifestyles and added something
special to quarantine consumption occasions.

The powerful punch of
beer, wine and spirits new
product launches was
significant, as combined
they generated 44% of
Pacesetter beverage
dollars compared with
17% last year.
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Dip the Spoon… at Home
Like beverages, ice cream and frozen novelties
offered much of the same comfort, fun and
entertainment factors that people sought to make
their time at home more pleasurable — and perhaps
ease some day-to-day anxiety, as the future felt so
uncertain for so long.
Coming in at No. 5, Rebel
Ice Cream was just shy of
$100 million at $96.7 million.
Other Pacesetters include
Talenti Gelato Layers at
No. 12 and My/Mochi frozen
novelties at No. 15.
In food and beverage and nonfood, pure, clean
products with plant-based ingredients continue
to make a mark on new product innovation. In
ice cream, for example, leading brands Rebel
Ice Cream and Talenti Gelato Layers boast short,
clean ingredient lists, but pack a punch in flavor
and indulgence. Being good for our bodies
and indulgent are not mutually exclusive, and
innovators watching trends will continue to find
ways to marry the two consumer values.
Pointing to their need to pay closer attention to health
and wellness as they age, nearly half of all boomers
try to eat healthy 80% of the time but leave a little
room for indulgence in their diets. On the other hand,
more than 40% of millennials say they are equally
likely to indulge as they are to eat healthy.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

Millennials, with their penchant for new products
and their less urgent need to pay attention to their
diets, have potential to really boost indulgent new
products, especially when accompanied by fun and
innovative varieties.

Lookin’ and Feelin’ Good… at Home
People indulged in the food and beverage space,
and at the same time stayed focused on health
and wellness last year. Intentional purchases of
good-for-you products for both inside and outside
the body were a pre-COVID-19 trend that held its
course in terms of new product launches, while
they accelerated sales in
some categories as people
worked to prevent illness.
Nonfood Pacesetters Neuriva
and Nature’s Way Sambucus
captured Nos. 16 and 25,
respectively.
We also saw indulgence emerge in self-care and
beauty products. People had to be “camera-ready,”
so looking good was still important, even at home,
with a new focus on looks from the waist up. While
beauty sales overall were down, it was considered
another strong year for new beauty products even
though you might expect those purchases to be
less important. This indicates that Zoom work and
social FaceTime — and let’s face it, boredom —
inspired people to experiment with and to care
about skin care and makeup.

Interestingly, there were a similar number of face
and skin care launches in 2020 compared to
2019, though Pacesetter sales of these offerings
were stronger in 2020. There were 29 beauty
Pacesetters representing $378 million and 17% of
total nonfood Pacesetters in 2020, nearly double
the share the group earned the previous year. The
average launch went from $10.6 million in 2019 to
$13.1 million in 2020. New products in this space
caught people’s attention and spurred purchase in
these categories.
Do-it-yourself medical and
professional beauty care
treatments intended to offset
signs of aging performed well,
helping people avoid trips
to spas and doctors’ offices.
Olay Retinol24 earned a No. 8 spot in nonfood
Pacesetters. A number of hair care launches made a
mark, including L’Oréal Elvive Dream Lengths (No.
28) and Pantene Pro-V Nutrient Blends (No. 29), likely
bumped by people skipping salon visits for months.

There were 29 beauty
Pacesetters representing
$378 million and 17% of total
nonfood Pacesetters in 2020,
nearly double the share the
group earned the previous year.
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Just like there are more meal occasions at home,
more people need to treat and care for themselves
and their things at home. There are more washing
occasions — both of our homes and our things.
Household cleaning products entered the
spotlight in early 2020 and continued to hold that
importance as the pandemic raged. Among the
top 10 nonfood Pacesetters there are two paper
towel products, No. 2 Brawny Tear-A-Square and
No. 7 Viva Multi-Surface Cloth, catering to intense
cleaning needs at home. Further, businesses,
offices and schools that stayed open amped up
cleaning protocols, which also contributed to
increased demand.
Laundry, in particular,
reaped the benefits of more
opportunities at home, with
four laundry products landing
on the top 25 list. Leader
Downy Infusions Scents
generated more than
$120 million in sales, while
No. 15 Gain Blissful Breeze,
No. 19 Gain Scent Blast and
No. 22 Tide Heavy Duty 10X demonstrated that
people were interested in looking and smelling
clean. Suits and dry-clean-only clothes likely stayed
in the closet for much of 2020, making room for
pajamas, leisure wear and athletic wear, and thus
increasing demand for detergent.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

Prioritizing Plant-Based
and Sustainable Products
Choosing better-for-you products tends to be an
overarching theme for most consumer groups and
demographics. More than half of food and beverage
Pacesetters have a lower-fat claim, and about twothirds are low in or free of cholesterol. Consumers
committed to healthy food choices are also pushing
attributes such as plant-based and sustainable into
the spotlight. Plant-based products are establishing
firm roots across food and beverage categories,
seeded with a philosophy of holistic self-care that
resonates across many CPG segments.
Some 36 food and beverage Pacesetters have
plant-based attributes, and 32 food and beverages
carry a vegan claim. Consumers have given plantbased products much more attention in recent
years, with No. 10
Beyond Sausage
earning the honor of
being the first plantbased item in a top 10
Pacesetter list.

for everyone, but this high level of adoption for
smaller, niche offerings is notable as consumers seek
interesting, innovative, flavorful and healthy foods.
Ongoing growth and appeal across consumer
groups become clear as plant-based products
make their way onto mainstream menus and
venues, including sports arenas and Disney
properties. Plant-based and sustainable products
pack a double punch: good for bodies and for the
planet, values important to a growing segment of
the population.

Some 36 food and beverage
Pacesetters have plant-based
attributes, and 32 food and
beverages carry a vegan claim.

Other plant-based products such as almond milk
and oat milk have made marks in Pacesetters (No.
39 Silk Oat Yeah Oatmilk Creamer and No. 84
Chobani Non-Dairy Treat), but a meat alternative
achieving Pacesetter status represents the broader
reach of a health-focused product. Plant-based isn’t
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Understanding Consumer Inclinations
Consumers Lean on New Products
COVID-19 derailed many elements in people’s
lives. Quite suddenly, everything from work and
school to family celebrations and milestones
looked very different, if they happened at all.
However, IRI’s consumer survey data continue to
show that people’s desires for new products didn’t
change all that much.
A strong faction of consumers consider themselves
early adopters of food and beverage products, with
more than one in four (27%) reporting that they
like to buy new food products and 19% claiming
to like buying new beverages. To understand
those consumers who have catalyzed New Product
Pacesetters, we used the New Product Pacesetter
Consumer Survey results to identify segments with
an eye toward new product adoption.
When looking at new product attitudes this way,
we define three groups of consumers based
on how they report their propensity to buy new
products in departments including food and
beverage, health care, beauty and personal care,
home care and pet care.
The two most enthusiastic new product consumer
groups reflect strong likelihoods to buy new
products in these departments — New Product
Enthusiasts (report they’ll buy products in three
out of six departments) and Avid Early Adopters
(at least four out of six). Laggards represent the
greatest percentage of the population, generally
comprising people who carry a wait-and-see
attitude. As these three key segments emerge,
NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

there is an opportunistic connection for innovation
and marketing teams across CPG to connect with
Avid Early Adopters and New Product Enthusiasts,
who are demonstrably faster to adopt than their
Laggard counterparts.
Combined New Product Enthusiasts and Avid Early
Adopters represent 17% of the market, but their
influence and impact on new product success are
far greater. They are critically important to new
product development strategy because of their
willingness to try and desire to buy.
Small but mighty at just 8% of the population, Avid
Early Adopters alone report a strong commitment
to make purchases:

84% will buy new food items
80% will buy beauty items

While many consumers shifted grocery shopping
to online platforms, trends indicate that their
buying habits didn’t change as much as might
be expected, given that they lost the opportunity
to browse stores and treasure hunt. Though not
in-store as much or for as long — the average time
spent shopping in-store during the pandemic
dropped 10 minutes, to an average of 25 minutes
— many people had more time to shop online as
they spent unprecedented hours at home. Product
exploration is different online, but e-commerce
provides its own unique opportunities for new
products to get in front of shoppers and into carts.
The source of awareness is worth noting, as it is
most often based on experience with a brand.
More than eight in 10 consumers say past
experience with a brand has made a new product
purchase easier.

75% will buy houseware items
59% will buy health care items
Source: IRI 2021 New Product Survey and New Product Segmentation
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What’s most notable here for new product
development strategists is to recognize that even
in the most challenging of times, a strong faction
of shoppers continues to value new products and
seek them out, and will spend hard-earned dollars
on them. Analysis of demographics across the top
20 New Product Pacesetters in food and beverage
illustrates defining factors of enthusiastic buyers:

Income: Most Pacesetter
brands skew toward upper
income, $70K+
Family Size: Skew toward
households with three or more
people and with kids
Race: Skew toward Hispanic
families who speak English
Generation: Skew toward
millennials and away from older
boomers and seniors
Age: Skew toward males and
females ages 25-54

New products during the pandemic offered more
than traditional excitement and exploration; they
offered entertainment and feel-good opportunities,
and opened avenues for retail therapy, indulgence
and self-care. A broad look at the demographics of
new product consumers points to younger, wealthier
families. These consumers typically buy new
products, continued to do so during the pandemic
and will keep looking for products that meet their
needs and address issues important to them.

Although they’re a small group, we’ve identified
Avid Early Adopters as the audience to target with
new products because they’re most eager to try
them. This year, despite (and perhaps because
of) the pandemic, Avid Early Adopters along with
their peers New Product Enthusiasts collectively
grew and became even more critical to drive new
product success. Even while facing COVID-19,
these consumers had the mindset to explore new
products in many facets of their stay-at-home lives,
from personal and home care to satisfying meal
components and their “thirst” for new products.

Source: IRI Consumer Network™ Panel Data, 2020

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year
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To Win, Connect With the Right Consumers
As noted, those who identify in multiple categories
as early adopters constitute the influential groups of
New Product Enthusiasts and Avid Early Adopters.
Combined, this group over indexes on many new
product attributes and behaviors, and they’re likely
to be the pied pipers who influence others to try
innovative products. The preferences of these early
adopters should direct how companies think about
and execute new product innovation and marketing.

High-value attributes:

Sustainable: Likely to look
for sustainability attributes in
good-for-you and good-forthe-planet products
Health and wellness:
Gravitate toward food,
beverage and nonfood items
that help support physical and
emotional well-being
Convenient: Remain focused
on portability and ease of use
Premium and indulgent: Buy
up to elevate occasions and
treat themselves and others
These high-value attributes resonate in food
and beverage as well as nonfood segments. In
nonfood, the endorsements of pharmacists and
doctors carry great weight and influence this
group’s decisions.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

New Product Enthusiasts and Avid Early
Adopters make a huge impact on new product
performance. The combined group represents
17% of the market yet drove sales of products
disproportionately:

Downy Infusions Scents:
25% of sales

KitKat Ice Cream:
24% of sales
Beyond Sausage:
24% of sales
Source: IRI Consumer Network™ Panel Data, 2020

The data show that not only do members of these
two groups have new product mindsets, but
they’re acting on their desires and demonstrating
their willingness to spend. They drive outsized
opportunities for new products, and CPGs must
consider and connect with them throughout
product development stages.
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Where Innovation Comes From
Top 10 Pacesetter manufacturers ranked by number of launches,
including mean launch dollar sales

CPGs of All Shapes and Sizes Deliver
2020 New Product Pacesetters highlight launches
from companies across the entire CPG spectrum,
from big manufacturers with more than $6 billion in
sales to small ones with less than $100 million in sales.
IRI defines company size based on
U.S. revenues as:

Big = More than $6B
Medium = <$6B to >$1B

COMPANY (AND SIZE)

NUMBER OF
LAUNCHES

MEAN LAUNCH
DOLLAR SALES ($
MILLIONS)

COMPANY (AND SIZE)

NUMBER OF
LAUNCHES

MEAN LAUNCH
DOLLAR SALES ($
MILLIONS)

1.

(B)

22

$30.7

6.

(B)

6

$47.6

2.

(B)

12

$26.5

7.

(B)

6

$16.5

3.

(M)

8

$16.7

8.

(B)

5

$15.4

4.

(B)

7

$19.7

9.

(B)

5

$34.5

5.

(M)

7

$9.7

10.

(B)

4

$17.6

Small = <$1B to >$100M
Extra Small = less than $100M
Small and extra-small companies combined
continue to represent just less than half of New
Product Pacesetter launches, though given scope
and reach, they account for just less than a quarter
of the dollars. Turning this trend on its side are
big companies: Less than a quarter of Pacesetter
launches (22%) come from big companies, but they
pack a whopping 50% of the dollars. Consistent
with historical trends, big companies bring out a
lot of new products, and many of those earn New
Product Pacesetter status. For example, this year
Procter & Gamble accounts for 22 Pacesetters and
Nestlé delivers 12.
Notably, though, launches of all sizes come from
big companies. A small but powerful launch from
a big company can have a huge impact.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

B=Big companies M=Medium companies
Big brands making a big bang is a repeat trend
for 2020. For 2020 Pacesetters, the median
launch sales got a bump from COVID-19, hitting
$21.5 million compared to $19 million for the prior
year, outpacing overall CPG industry growth rates
for 2020. Forced to stay home, people increased
their CPG spend, and many stocked their pantries
for the long haul.

Dollars spent for away-from-home consumption
were converted to at-home spend as work,
school, family time, entertainment, celebrations
and milestones all remained in the home. IRI has
estimated that the pandemic created upward of
33 million new meal occasions as habits shifted
from outside to inside the home.

Less than a quarter of Pacesetter launches (22%) come from big
companies, but they pack a whopping 50% of the dollars.
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Did Company Size Matter?
When something as dramatic as 2020 changes
retail behaviors so quickly, how can and should
manufacturers respond? And does it matter
if they’re large or small? Certainly each has
its benefits and disadvantages because large
companies often have more capacity to respond
to consumer needs with volume, while small
companies typically have more agility. The
question remains, though: How did this affect
new product performance?
There’s no clarity on forecasted performances
or how indulgent products like hard seltzers
and ice cream — consumed at record levels by
homebound consumers — would have fared in
a year without restrictions.
But we can explore the launch pace, which appears
to have been similar year-over-year in the past
couple of years. When a completely unexpected
event tilted the market to in-home consumption
in 2020, it provided opportunities never before
presented. In food and beverage, in particular,
the number of launches year-over-year was
comparable, though the number of consumption
occasions in 2020 increased. Dollar sales for top
Pacesetters were more evenly distributed in 2020
than the prior year, which saw five Pacesetters
greater than $200 million. In 2020, there were
seven products greater than $100 million but none
greater than $200 million.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

Generally, size of manufacturer wasn’t a huge
differentiator on new product success, as small
and large manufacturers delivered some winners.
However, company size did play a noticeable
role during the pandemic in pack size. On some
occasions, new in 2020 meant a new packaging
option to an unexpected outlet — grocery stores
carrying 3-lb. bags of breakfast cereal from
renowned cereal manufacturers that had to redirect
supply, for example. This pack size would typically
be more applicable to mass merchandisers and
club stores. One-stop shopping to cover families of
all sizes staying at home for longer periods of time
was an important shift.
This temporarily took the focus off single-serve and
convenience-focused packaging that had captured
CPG and retail attention so dramatically for years.
However, convenience and ease still remain at the
forefront with many younger consumers who seem
to be thinking beyond COVID-19 times.

Generally, size of manufacturer wasn’t a huge differentiator on
new product success, as small and large manufacturers delivered
some winners.
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Exposing Consumers to New Products
What’s the Magic in Media?
Despite COVID-19 forcing so much change and
making retailers reallocate shelving and space for
in-store marketing, traditional media marketing
plans worked. Past practices continue to deliver
results, likely thanks to the extended hours people
spent online and in front of the television. Media
campaigns fueled success for top Pacesetters,
though a few bucked the traditional spend levels
and delivered the same results.
Small brands continue to rely on traditional
marketing to drive sales, even with smaller
budgets. In the case of this year’s Pacesetters,
No. 2 Truly Lemonade had strong performance
with a relatively small $2.2-million spend on
advertising* (just 3% of its sales) to drive
$191 million in total market sales. Further, Truly
clearly made impressions and inroads with firsttime consumers, with 3.1% trial and 55% repeat.
The traditional 20%-30% spend held true as topranked Bud Light Seltzer spent $73.8 million (20%)
to generate $360 million in sales across the brickand-mortar CPG industry. Trial and repeat also was
strong for Bud Light Seltzer, at 3% trial and 52%
repeat. Truly Lemonade and Bud Light Seltzer,
likely reaching for much of the same audience,
found two different paths to building awareness to
drive trial and repeat successfully (see case study
for more on Bud Light Seltzer).

Case Study: Bud Light Seltzer
Anheuser-Busch launched Bud Light Seltzer in January 2020, just before
the pandemic. Despite the challenging environment, ABI’s biggest
launch in a decade achieved No. 1 New Product Pacesetter status with
$194 million in sales in multi-outlet channels, and No. 3 in the convenience
channel with $167 million in sales.
Nimbleness isn’t normally associated with large companies like AnheuserBusch, but after an epic Super Bowl ad featuring musical artist Post Malone
being mind controlled in a convenience store, the marketing team deftly
pivoted from live concerts and on-premise sampling to creating new
consumption occasions and adapting to new buying platforms.
Digital efforts, including the campaign to hire a Chief Meme Officer,
targeted the brand’s base of 21- to 35-year-olds. The company also
partnered with delivery platforms Drizly and Instacart, among others, to get
product to consumers in new ways. Further support came in the form of
BOGOs, coupons and sweepstakes.
Larger initiatives created occasions for consumers to get together virtually, including Bud Light
Seltzer Sessions livestreamed concerts and Battle of the Best, a three-day eSports tournament.
While the digital marketing, product innovation — including Bud Light Platinum Seltzer and the
Ugly Sweater and Out of Office variety packs — and virtual events look and feel different for
Bud Light Seltzer, the marketing team says they support the ethos for the Bud Light family.

“The secret sauce that has always made Bud Light so successful isn’t really a secret;
it’s an amazing product that brings fun to consumers,” says Conor Mason, senior director
of marketing for Bud Light Seltzer. “When I look at the efforts like Bud Light Seltzer Sessions, last
year’s Raining Lemons commercial, and others, that’s infusing fun into the seltzer category. There’s
a lot of opportunity to continue that in the future.” More fun to come.

*Source for all media spend comes from Kantar Media

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year
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More aligned with traditional ad spend levels,
Kinder Bueno generated roughly $93 million
in sales with MULO (No. 8, food & beverage)
and convenience channel combined, and was
supported by 23% of sales to advertising
($21.6 million). No. 7 (food & beverage) Cheetos
Popcorn, too, spent near the traditional range
(18%), No. 1 (nonfood) Downy Infusions Scents
spent 32%, and No. 3 (nonedible) Greenies spent
31%. Advertising continues to account for about
20%-30% of first-year sales and represents a critical
way to build awareness and purchases.

A Bueno Performance

Sweet treat Kinder Bueno caught consumers’
attention as 14.75 million households
tried the product. And then, an

impressive 48.9% bought it again.
Trial and repeat here was impressive, as the
product catered to so many key themes
resonating in successful new products.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

One more product making waves and bucking
some traditional trajectories is No. 4 (nonfood)
JUUL. Last year, this electronic smoking device took
a top spot in conveniencestore Pacesetters, but this
year it earned a top spot
in MULO with expanded
distribution and strong
marketing performance.

Who Made the Buy and Why
It’s a fairly basic scenario: New products succeed
when they’re filling needs and shoppers know
about them. This formula continues to hold true as
new products with strong track records come from
CPGs delivering on a need or desire and retailers
willing to give them the attention they deserve.
Right product, right place and right consumer
holds as the trifecta driving new product success.
Yet, like so much in 2020, new products had to
pivot and still prove strong enough to overcome
a pandemic. While food shopping remained
essential even at the peak of lockdown, retailers
had to reconfigure their spaces to make room for
social distancing; they had to reallocate shelf space
to accommodate high-demand products, such
as cleaning supplies and food staples; and many
promotional pieces that would often push new
products in front of shoppers had to be eliminated.
Many of this year’s New Product Pacesetters

illustrate that shoppers with a penchant to try new
products will do so even if the circumstances aren’t
ideal.
Having already dug into Avid Early Adopters
specifically, here we generally point to young
people as continued new product enthusiasts.
Millennial shoppers gave new products a chance
and this past year, in particular, used them to bring
the party home, as noted by beverage and ice
cream trends. Socializing remains a core tenet of
this age group, and while bars and restaurants were
(mostly) closed, Bud Light Seltzer was there for
them — with sales trends indicating that millennial
consumers over indexed on this brand. The general
fascination with seltzers in recent years slid right into
hard seltzers.
The passion for exploring new products didn’t
ebb in 2020 among younger consumers. In fact,
with more time spent at home and more time
available to explore online, these shoppers
brought new products home willingly and with
excitement. Newfound meal occasions and needs
certainly will continue to bolster opportunities for
innovative products, especially as more than 40%
of respondents to an IRI survey in early spring 2021
report they’ll work from home at least some of the
time, and about one-third report they’ll work at
home all of the time.
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Analysis of who is buying and why also pointed to a
pandemic trend that reached far and wide: cooking
and preparing food at home. IRI data indicate that
40% of people rely on recipes to drive what they’re
going to purchase. And as shoppers explored
further, they relied on recipe apps to inspire ideas
that likely fueled sales of new products. Shoppable
recipes, in particular, are a great opportunity for
new launches to make it onto shoppers’ lists.
Consider that those who identify as enthusiasts in
new products over index here, as more than 60%
rely on recipes for inspiration.
Pet lovers, whether established or new, were
another group having great influence on the 2020
Pacesetters’ performances. The pandemic puppy
(or other pet) proved a real and impactful trend in
CPG, with more than half of Americans owning a
pet and an additional 17% of this group adding an
additional pet. IRI survey results also indicate 10%
of pet households were first-time pet adopters.
With people forced to stay home, having a pet
became more appealing to many who now had the
time and energy to commit to one. Further, studies
indicate that many mental health issues were
exacerbated by the pandemic, and pets historically
have helped ease many of these challenges,
including struggles with isolation and anxiety.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

While new products for pets came down the
pipeline before the pandemic, the increased levels
of pet adoption helped them gain traction and
report some solid performances, some reporting
lift as great as 10%. There were three pet products
in the top 20 nonfood Pacesetters: No. 3 Greenies,
No. 12 Swiffer Pet and No. 14 Tidy Cats Free &
Clean. These three alone tap into many trends
reverberating across Pacesetters — pet adoption,
cleaning products and sustainable items boasting
clean ingredient lists in a better-for-you and betterfor-our planet format.

Overall, while there were hurdles in the way, there
were also influences improving the trajectory of
exploration in new products. Young people with a
penchant for new products continued to seek them
out and enjoy them, despite having to change
shopping behaviors. While there was a seismic shift
in retail, products that promised a new experience
provided people with something to hold on to in
2020 when so many other experiences were lost.
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What Now?
In last year’s New Product Pacesetter report, we
predicted that product-launch timetables would
play a significant role in the coming years because
of long-term effects from changed COVID-19
behaviors. In 2019, more than half of nonfood
Pacesetters and about one-third of food and
beverage Pacesetters achieved 30% distribution
or more in the first quarter of the calendar year.
This timing holds year after year.
For 2020, more than a quarter of New Product
Pacesetters launched in that time frame and had
disproportionate time in COVID-19. They still did
really well. People’s penchant for new products
is firmly rooted. Not even a pandemic could
completely topple these desires.
Last year’s report was published shortly after
COVID-19 took hold, and thus Rising Stars
analysis last year urged caution as manufacturers
and brand owners needed to closely monitor
the ability to source ingredients and manage
production and distribution in a taxing supply
chain. We anticipated that they would likely
face headwinds in new product development
and consumer adoption, yet many continued
on growth trajectories and earned spots in the
top 100 Pacesetters for food and beverage and
nonfood. Yet again, we urge caution and a close
watch on the very interesting story the 2020
Rising Stars will tell next year.

NEW PRODUCT PACESETTERS: Innovation for a Trying Year

Consumers are showing their unending thirst
for innovative beverages, with an overwhelming
majority of Rising Stars coming from this category,
from sparkling water to beer and wine. While
people are returning to offices and school, the
increased number of meal occasions at home still
represents an opportunity. Busy people have an
appreciation for the kitchen skills they learned
while stuck at home, though now they get more
choice about when and how often they cook.
Shoppable recipes will still resonate, as will other
trends such as different cooking appliances and
increased interest in meat and other proteins. These
trends are a reflection of what happened through
the peak of the pandemic, and though we’re headed
out of it, some appear to have taken hold.
Rising Stars have an interesting year ahead as
they battle to earn Pacesetter status during
tumultuous times.

Connect and Deliver
It’s critical to understand consumer mindsets as so
many of us reassess our personal and professional
lives as we return to a sense of normal.
•

Will we work at home or return to an
office and a commute?

•

How will school and activities play out for
families this summer and next year?

People are taking a fresh look at what’s important
to them, and innovation needs to deliver on
those choices and values in new ways. The allure
of new products during the pandemic derived
from a desire for experiences and excitement,
helping people get through a difficult time and still
recognize celebrations and milestones even if they
had to be at home.
Further, the number of ways in which to connect
with consumers continues to grow, creating
opportunity for brands and retailers but also
challenging them to identify the best way to reach
the right consumer at the right time. There are
many lessons to learn from past recessions and
from the dramatic trends that arose during this
unprecedented COVID-19 era. Companies and
brands positioned for success need to watch, learn,
react and respond to consumers with innovation
and activation. Consumers dictate how the new
product story unfolds, and if we’ve learned
anything recently it’s that the story can unfold in
unexpected ways.

People’s penchant for new
products is firmly rooted.
Not even a pandemic could
completely topple these desires.
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2017
2021

2

3

Mtn Dew® Zero Sugar

The Boston
Beer Company

PepsiCo

Hard Seltzer

$

191.3

1

M

6

111.2

Bud Light®
Seltzer
AB InBev
Hard Seltzer

$

4

193.7

Starbucks® Creamers

Rfg Creamers
M

$
7

Reign™

105.0

Monster Beverage

PepsiCo

Ice Cream

Energy Drinks

Salty Snacks

$

M

Kinder Bueno®

9

94.4

$

M

REESE’S® THiNS™

10

M

Cheetos® Popcorn

Rebel Creamery

96.7

M

Nestlé USA
Beverage Division

Carbonated Beverages

Rebel™

$

8

Pandemic behaviors were illustrated
in top food & beverage launches,
notably indulgences like hard seltzers
and sweet treats.

Truly® Lemonade

$
5

Top 10 Pacesetters: Food & Beverage

79.7

M

Beyond Sausage®

Ferrero USA

The Hershey Company

Beyond Meat

Chocolate Candy

Chocolate Candy

Fz Meat Substitutes

$

61.7

M

$

56.0

M

$

52.6

M

To see the top food & beverage and nonfood products, including rank, dollar sales and parent company, please click here.
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2017
2021

Top 10 Pacesetters: Nonfood
The shift to home consumption is evident
in top nonfood Pacesetters, with laundry
and paper towels in top spots.

1

Downy® Infusions™
Scents
Procter & Gamble
Laundry Care

$

2

3

Brawny®
Tear-A-Square®
Koch Industries

$
5

Pet Treats

Electronic
Smoking Devices
M

$

M

6

Native™

Duracell® Optimum

7

93.3

M

Viva® Multi-Surface Cloth™

Procter & Gamble

Berkshire Hathaway

Kimberly-Clark

Deodorant &

Batteries

Paper Towels

Personal Care

$

$
8

105.2

Juul Labs

100.6

76.4

75.7

9

Mucinex® Nightshift™

Procter & Gamble

Reckitt

Skin Care

Cold/Allergy/Sinus Liquids

71.8

$

M

73.5

M

M

Olay® Retinol24™

$

M

JUUL®

Mars

$

Paper Towels

4

Greenies™

120.0

M

$

69.0

10

Primatene® MIST
Amphastar
Pharmaceuticals
Nasal Products

M

$

66.2

M

To see the top food & beverage and nonfood products, including rank, dollar sales and parent company, please click here.
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2017
2021

Top 10 Pacesetters: C-Store

1

Smokeless tobacco takes the top spot,
but beverages — notably performance
drinks — rule C-store sales.

ZYN®
Swedish Match
Smokeless Tobacco

$

2

3

Reign™
Monster Beverage

5

8

301.8

Monster Energy®
Ultra Paradise™

$
6

Red Bull® Peach Edition
Energy Drinks

$

Hard Seltzer
M

166.7

151.1

Starbucks® Tripleshot™ Energy

7

Mtn Dew® Zero Sugar
PepsiCo

Monster Beverage
Energy Drinks

RTD Coffee

$

$

$

M

Starbucks® Frappuccino®
with a splash of Cold Brew
North American
Coffee Partnership
RTD Coffee

$

66.9

9

78.5

M

M

North American
Coffee Partnership

125.5

M

Red Bull North America

AB InBev

Energy Drinks

$

4

Bud Light®
Seltzer

339.2

Carbonated Beverages

M

Red Bull® Pear Edition

10

67.9

M

Coca-Cola® Energy

Red Bull North America

The Coca-Cola Company

Energy Drinks

Energy Drinks

$

55.8

M

$

54.0

M

M

To see the top food & beverage and nonfood products, including rank, dollar sales and parent company, please click here.
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2017
2021

★

Rising Stars: Food & Beverage

★

19 Crimes® Cali Red™

Beverages, both alcohol and non-alcohol,
appear poised for another year of standout
performance.

AHA®

★

The Coca-Cola
Company

Blue Moon® LightSky™

Treasury Wine Estates
Wine

★

Chobani™ Oat

Molson Coors

Chobani

Beer

Milk

Bottled Water

★

Corona® Hard Seltzer

★

Constellation Brands

DIGIORNO®
Croissant Crust™

★

Keurig Dr Pepper

Nestlé

Hard Seltzer

Dr Pepper® & Cream Soda
Carbonated Beverages

Fz Pizza

★

★

LIFE CUISINE™
Nestlé
Fz Entrées

★

Minute Maid®
Zero Sugar

Vizzy™
Molson Coors

The Coca-Cola
Company

Hard Seltzer

Rfg Juice

Listed alphabetically.

To see the top food & beverage and nonfood products, including rank, dollar sales and parent company, please click here.
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2017
2021

Rising Stars: Nonfood

★

Colgate® Optic White®
Renewal

Personal- and home-care products
are poised for Pacesetter status.

Colgate-Palmolive
Toothpaste

★

Dawn® Platinum
Powerwash™

★

Procter & Gamble
Dish Detergent

★

Microban® 24

Joy + Glee®

★

L.®

Procter & Gamble

Procter & Gamble

Shaving &

Feminine Care

Personal Care

★

Pataday®

Procter & Gamble

Alcon

Household Cleaner

Eye Care

★

Safeguard® Hand Soap
& Sanitizer
Procter & Gamble
Soap

★

★

★

Suave® Hand Sanitizer
Unilever

Tide® Hygienic Clean™

Voltaren®

Procter & Gamble

GlaxoSmithKline

Soap

Laundry Detergent

External Analgesic Rubs

Listed alphabetically.

To see the top food & beverage and nonfood products, including rank, dollar sales and parent company, please click here.
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A B O U T N E W P R O D U C T PA C E S E T T E R S

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

I R I N E W P R O D U C T PA C E S E T T E R C R I T E R I A

IRI has a long history of celebrating the consumer
packaged goods (CPG) industry’s most powerful
brand launches. New Product Pacesetters is
consistently rich with iconic brands and gamechanging innovations, brought to market by
behemoths and new market entrants. New Product
Pacesetters gives innovators inside and outside
the CPG industry an opportunity to learn from the
best of the best in new product innovation and
learn the strategies for accelerating growth.

Joan Driggs is the vice president of Content and
Thought Leadership in the Chicago office of IRI.
You may email her at
Joan.Driggs@IRIworldwide.com.

•

Complete a full year of sales in calendar year
2020. (Brands that complete year one in 2021
qualify for Rising Star status. Leading brands are
based on a projected year-one sales total that
would have crossed 30% ACV in the February
2020 quad or later.)

•

Begin tracking year-one sales after achieving
30% ACV weighted distribution across multioutlet geography; must have 30% ACV or
higher at date of year-one completion.

•

New Product Pacesetters are the Top 100 new
banners in two categories (food and beverage;
nonfood) based on year-one sales across multioutlet geography.

•

MULO/multi-outlet = supermarkets, drugstores,
mass market retailers, military commissaries,
and select club and dollar retail chains.

•

Convenience channel-specific Top 10 to identify
leading new innovation in the channel.

Larry Levin is the executive vice president of
Market and Shopper Intelligence at IRI.
You may email him at
Larry.Levin@IRIworldwide.com.
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IRI TOOLS

Find Your Pacesetter Momentum
Robust and actionable: The IRI suite of analytical
and decision-making tools is essential for
successful consumer marketers and their brands.
Learn about our breadth to the right; don’t hesitate
to contact Lisa Maas, Principal and Team Lead,
Innovation, IRI:
Lisa.Maas@IRIworldwide.com or
+1 309.473.2068
IRI BRAND OPTIMIZATION SUITE
Powered By Hendry Market Structure™ and Driven Through Unify®

Fortify your brand and innovation strategy with IRI’s
groundbreaking suite of solutions that use a predictive,
shopper-defined framework for an unbiased view of the
category and ongoing assessment of growth opportunities.
Identify the broad competitive landscape isolating key
cultural attributes that drive market demand via our
Brand Landscape.
Drive effective retail engagements with IRI’s Consumer
Decision Tree where shopper-derived product hierarchies
automatically assess impact, opportunity and risk against
today’s category set by channel/retailer.
Brand Optimization Engine fuels effective decision-making
centered on top growth opportunities, competitive threats
and the investments necessary to ensure new product
success leveraging IRI’s Hendry Forecasting.
IRI SHOPPERSIGHTS™
Innovatively segments and targets for unmatched
optimization of promotion, media and retail-specific
marketing programs at the household and store levels.

PURCHASE-BASED TARGETING VIA IRI AUDIENCES
Leverage purchase-based targeting to maximize campaign
efficiency and effectiveness.
With hundreds of data providers and thousands of different
audiences in the marketplace, media planners and buyers
have a challenge determining which combination of
targets will deliver the best reach and return within budget.
However, purchase-based audiences allow marketers
to target consumers based on actual in-store shopping
behavior, which is proven to deliver up to 3x-4x sales lift and
a 20% increase in ROAS.
IRI Audiences uses the largest repository of multichannel
retailer data in the industry, including anonymized data
from 500+ million shopper loyalty cards, to help marketers
improve targeting and activation. Its audience solutions,
which ensure consumer privacy is protected, include:
• 100% deterministic IRI Verified Audiences
• Propensity to purchase IRI ProScores® Audiences
• The combination of both with IRI Complete Audiences
Audiences can be requested via IRI’s full-service audience
desk or created directly using IRI Audience Builder. They
can be activated against all addressable, direct-to-consumer
touch points including online, social, mobile, email, direct
mail and TV.
INNOVATION SOLUTIONS TEAM
Working with this group increases the odds of new product
success and mitigates the risk of bad decisions by leveraging
IRI’s shopper behavior-based innovation and new product
solutions, which support the entire innovation process from
white space identification to post-launch assessment.

About IRI
IRI is a fast-growing, leading provider of big data,
predictive analytics and forward-looking insights
that help CPG, OTC health care organizations,
retailers, and financial services and media
companies grow their businesses. With the largest
repository of purchase, media, social, causal and
loyalty data, all integrated into an on-demand,
cloud-based technology platform, IRI is empowering
the personalization revolution, helping to guide
its more than 5,000 clients around the world in
their quests to remain relentlessly relevant, capture
market share, connect with consumers, collaborate
with key constituents and deliver market-leading
growth. For more information, visit
www.IRIworldwide.com
Corporate Headquarters: 203 N. LaSalle St., Suite
1500, Chicago, IL 60661, USA, +1 312.726.1221
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